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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
JAMAICA 
FOUNDATIONS FOR COMPETITIVENESS AND GROWTH PROJECT 
Loan No.:8408-JM 
 
CONSULTING SERVICES – INDIVIDUAL SELECTION 
Assignment Title: MONITORING AND EVALUATION SPECIALIST 
 
BACKGROUND  
Over the past 30 years, Jamaica has experienced low economic growth and high fiscal deficits that 
have stymied development. Jamaica’s real GDP per capita has increased at an average of just 1 percent 
per annum during this time. A decisive shift in this growth trajectory is needed in order to restore 
confidence in the Jamaican economy.  
 
Existing private sector investment opportunities offer significant potential to have a quick impact on 
competitiveness and growth. The Government of Jamaica (GOJ) Logistics Hub Initiative (LHI) plans for 
several billion dollars of private investment in infrastructure and other development to capitalize on 
Jamaica’s existing deep natural harbour capacity, existing transport infrastructure and strategic 
location; leading global logistics firms have already bid on some of the planned projects. The GOJ is 
establishing a new Special Economic Zone (SEZ) regime to attract large investors to benefit from 
Jamaica’s more competitive position in the global logistics chain, with a focus on facilitating the 
participation of smaller firms in export value chains. Broadly, the incipient decreases in 
macroeconomic uncertainty and government crowding out should gradually be creating sufficient 
incentives to encourage increased domestic and foreign investment in Jamaica. 
 
However, several key interlinked constraints continue to inhibit private sector investment and growth. 
Regulatory inefficiencies delay investment projects and increase the costs of trading and expanding 
business operations, thereby creating disincentives for private sector productivity upgrading and 
growth. Inadequate preparation for public-private partnerships (PPPs) and other strategic 
investments results in potentially transformative deals not being brought to market or being 
structured in a way that does not generate positive spillover effects on the economy. SMEs lack 
capabilities to integrate into dynamic value chains, precluding the largest segment of the private 
sector in number of firms from high-potential job growth business opportunities. In addition, 
constrained access to finance impedes SME investment to upgrade technology and compromises the 
ability of SMEs to tap needed working capital to stay in business.  
 
Accordingly, the Foundations for Competitiveness and Growth Project (the Project) was signed by the 
GoJ and the World Bank on September 3, 2014. The Project is being implemented by the Planning 
Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ) in collaboration with the Jamaica Promotions Corporation (JAMPRO) and 
the Development Bank of Jamaica (DBJ) as Lead Coordinating Agencies (LCA). It is aimed at 
strengthening the business environment in Jamaica for private sector investment through: 
 

 Component 1: Enhancing competition in the business environment through an improved 
business climate 
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 Component 2: Facilitating strategic private investments through a Project Preparation Facility 
for public-private partnerships (PPP), divestments and other strategic investments 

 Component 3: Supporting small and medium enterprises (SME) capabilities and finance 
through matching grants to facilitate supply chain linkages, a line of credit and SME skills 
upgrading  

 Component 4: Project implementation and monitoring and evaluation. 
 
 
The project’s mid-term review was conducted in June 2017. During the exercise the World Bank 
assessed that project activities were progressing well. Following on the heels of the mid-term review, 
a level 2 restructuring exercise was undertaken. The rationale for the project restructuring was to 
strengthen alignment with GoJ growth priorities and those of the Economic Growth Council (EGC), a 
largely private body set up in 2016 to promote economic growth initiatives within GoJ. 
 
There were two main outcomes of the restructuring exercise, reallocation of funding between 
components and modification of the results framework. The modified results framework is outlined in 
annex 1.  
 
The amended results framework complements the amended allocations to Components 1 and 3.  
 
The Project Execution Unit (PEU) is based at the PIOJ, with Coordinators for Components 1-3 based at 
JAMPRO and DBJ, as appropriate. The implementation of the Project takes place within the following 
structure: 

 
 
The Results Framework for the Project is attached as Annex I. 
 
OBJECTIVES OF THE MONITORING AND EVALUATION SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENT 
 
The Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist (M&ES) will be responsible for: 
  

1) Reviewing, updating and implementing the overall monitoring and evaluation (M&E) 
framework and management information system (MIS) for the Project, including necessary 
instruments and tools.  
 

2) Data collection, compilation, data cleaning and analysis, and reporting. This includes collecting 
data on both Intermediate and Project Development Objective indicators from various 
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agencies and sources, and preparing all of the Project’s  M&E reports, in line with the Results 
Frameworks’ specifications, and on schedule. 
 

 Close collaboration with the relevant LCA and beneficiary representatives as well as Component 
Coordinators to establish, streamline and use research and other mechanisms, as appropriate, to 
generate, capture and report on the project’s Project Development Objective and Intermediate results 
indicators. The Research, Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist will be required to also work closely 
with the Statistical Institute of Jamaica (STATIN), the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Agriculture and 
Fisheries and the Jamaica Productivity Centre to ascertain, validate and use information provided by 
those GoJ entities to report on project progress and achievements. This responsibility is of paramount 
importance especially with regard to the new and changed indicators resulting from the level 2 
restructuring exercise. In fact the number of indicators to be monitored and reported on have been 
increased from 14 to 22. 
 
SCOPE OF WORK 
Under the direction of the Project Manager for the FCGP, the M&ES is expected to perform the 
following tasks: 
 
Project Risk Management 

 Review the project’s risk management profile and historical risk assessment documentation 

 Prepare updated/current risk assessment report with recommended mitigation measures 

 Prepare risk management plan for the rest of the project implementation period 

 Conduct periodic (quarterly, annual) risk assessment exercises and prepare reports  

 Monitor and report on the implementation of risk mitigation activities to be incorporated  into 
general M & E reporting  

 
Data Collection 

 Review all relevant documentation to revising the M&E framework and MIS system for the 
Foundations for Competitiveness and Growth Project of the PIOJ, including the Loan 
Agreement and Project Appraisal Document, Project Operational Manual, the Joint Business 
Plan with the World Bank, and the Growth Inducement Strategy. 

 Assess and modify the framework for undertaking M&E for the Project, including an Overall 
Project Plan, Annual & Quarterly Work Plans, identifying key performance indicators, timing, 
baseline data, data sources – organization and persons, data collection methodology and 
templates, key assumptions, cost implications, and flow chart (s). 

 Support, contribute to the preparation and continuous update of an overall Project Plan. 

 Review, revise and implement systems to collect all the necessary data to monitor the Project’s 
Results Framework, with particular focus on identified high risk areas, and including as needed, 
the design of data collection instruments. (see more details under Indicator development) 

 Undertake regular visits to the field to support implementation of Project’s M&E framework 
and to identify where adaptations might be needed. 

 Ensure that, in general, project monitoring arrangements comply with the Project Loan 
Agreement and Project Appraisal Document.  

 
Indicator development 

 For indicators that have been identified but not yet defined, coordinate with LCAs and provide 
technical guidance on the definition of the specific indicator measurement methodology to be 
followed by the project. 
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 In particular, provide close technical support for the development and calculations of results 
indicators on SME support under Component 3 – which will require more complex aggregation 
of beneficiaries’ data: 

 PDO indicator C3A (matching grant): further develop and implement the methodology 
for calculating the “Increase in Sales of MSMEs Supported by Project over Benchmark of 
Comparator SMEs”. This will entail building on initial efforts to calculate average sales 
increases from supply chain members benefitting from matching grants and to develop 
a comparison data point using existing aggregate subsector production and price data 
collected by MICAF and other project partners. It might also involve support for the 
Jamaica Business Fund to survey selected supply chain members. 

 PDO and intermediate indicators for C3B (SME finance):  
 Support the aggreation of data from beneficiary financial institutions and 

MSMEs to calculate the relevant results indicators 
 Provide support for the development, implementation, and analysis of survey of 

the MSME beneficiaries for the indicator on “Percentage of MSME beneficiaries 
that feel project sub-finance reflected their needs” 

 Provide a standardized Excel template for the calculations and reporting of all results indicators. 

Capacity Building and Effective Cooperation 

 Organize meetings with those responsible for data collection related to the Project to identify 
shared objectives, and ways to work together and support each other.  

 As needed, organize and conduct capacity-building and training workshops to support and 
strengthen the Project’s M&E, including with data collection consultants, external partners 
involved in data collection, primary stakeholders and the various partner organizations 
involved in implementing the Project.  

 Collaborate with staff and implementing partners on qualitative monitoring to provide 
relevant information for ongoing evaluation of project activities, effects and impacts. 
 

Dissemination of Information 

 Review and amend the design, as necessary, and prepare Annual Implementation Progress 
Reports that include the required data, as well as any explanatory or additional information 
that is valuable for understanding, interpreting, and responding to what is seen in the data.  

 Guide PEU staff and implementing partners in preparing their progress reports, including 
through standardized templates as appropriate.  

 Prepare consolidated quarterly implementation progress reports working closely with the 
Component Coordinators, Jamaica Business Fund management firm, technical staff and 
implementing partners, for the PEU to submit to the relevant bodies, in accordance with 
approved reporting formats and timing. 

 Guide the regular sharing of the outputs of M&E findings with project staff, implementing 
partners and primary stakeholders. 

 Inform and participate in external supervision and evaluation missions. 
 
Resource Management 

 Prepare a budget for expenditures for all activities and expenses related to M&E.  

 Prepare and produce Terms of References for individuals and firms hired to support the M&E 
activities, including in particular, for the evaluation of the Project.  

 Supervise M&E consultants to ensure that work is carried out in accordance with specifications 
and plans.  
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DELIVERABLES 

Deliverable Minimum Content Submission 
Deadline 

   

Assessment Report on Project 
M&E Framework and MIS, 
including recommendations for 
strengthening. 

Comments on structure for undertaking M&E 
for the Project, including an Overall Project 
Plan, Annual & Quarterly Work Plans, key 
performance indicators, timing, baseline data, 
data sources – organization and persons, data 
collection methodology and templates, key 
assumptions, cost implications, flow chart (s), 
templates for quarterly and monthly reports. 
 
Review and replicate the calculations of all PDO 
and intermediate result indicators as of the last 
relevant quarter – including the underlying 
data sources and relevant formulas for the 
calculations in an Excel document. 
 

Within 8 weeks 
of contract 
start 

Monthly Reports  Update on execution of research, monitoring 
and evaluation work plan as well as status of 
project/component implementation activities. 

Within 5 
working days of 
end of month. 

Quarterly Project 
Implementation Progress 
Reports 

Collated information on all components of the 
Project with particular reference to the Results 
Framework, identifying risk areas, challenges, 
and mitigation measures.  
 
 

Within 2 weeks 
after the end of 
the reporting 
period 

Annual Progress Report Same as the Quarterly Project Implementation 
Progress Reports, including PDO and 
Intermediate Indicator results and variances to 
plan (projections).   
 
The Annual Implementation Progress Reports 
should also detail how each number was 
arrived at: i.e. the original source of the data 
being used for each indicator, and how the 
data was collected, compiled, and any 
assumptions underpinning the final number. 
 

Within 4 weeks 
after the end of 
the reporting 
period 

Draft Final Report Description of achievements including 
problems encountered, lessons learned and 
recommendations for evaluation of the 
Project. The  

1 month before 
the end of the 
contract  

Final Report Same as the draft Final Report, addressing all 
comments received.  

Within 1 month 
of receiving 
comments on 
the draft final 
report  
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PROFILE OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION SPECIALIST 

 Masters in statistics, economics, business administration, international development, and/or 
related field. 

 At least five years of project management and/or research, plus M&E experience.  

 At least three years’ experience supervising, designing, and implementing data collection 
and/or field work activities, would be a distinct asset.  

 Previous experience in a strategic planning role of using data to inform strategic decisions. 

 Demonstrated ability to manage collaborations between multiple organizations.  

 Strong oral and written communications skills in English. 

 Advanced user of Microsoft office suite (Excel, Word, Power Point), and the internet. 

 Previous work experience in Jamaica, the Caribbean and/or other developing countries is 
essential. 

 A solid understanding of private sector issues and SME development, in particular, is essential. 

 Experience with micro data analysis at the firm or household level (experience with agricultural 
production and pricing data or financial sector data is preferable) 

 
REPORTING MECHANISM 
The Research, Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist will report to the PIOJ Project Manager or his 
designee for day-to-day activities. However, the consultant will liaise with World Bank staff assigned 
to contribute to the project. 
 
DURATION OF CONTRACT 
The Contract will be for a period of 21 months. The anticipated date for commencement of the 
assignment is November 2019. 
 
INDICATIVE PAYMENT TERMS 
This is a monthly-based contract where the Research, Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist shall be 
paid agreed monthly emoluments based on satisfactory performance.  
 
DATA, LOCAL SERVICES AND FACILITIES TO BE PROVIDED BY CLIENT 
The PIOJ will provide full office accommodation at its offices in Kingston, Jamaica. The Institute will 
also provide any resources necessary to conduct workshops necessary to carry out the assignment. 
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Annex 1: Amended Results Matrix (based on Level 2 Restructuring) 

 

Project Development Objectives  

PDO Statement  

To strengthen the business environment in Jamaica for private sector investment.  

These results are at Project Level  

Project Development Objective Indicators  

    Annual Target Values  
Data Source/ 

Responsibility 

for 

 

Indicator Name Core 
Unit of 

Measure 
Baseline 

YR1 

2015-

2016 

 

YR2 

2016-

2017 

 

YR3 

2017-

2018 

 

YR4-6 

2018-9 

to 

2020-1 

Total End 

Target 

for Years 

1-6 

Frequency 

Methodology Data 

Collection 

 

Number of Recommended 

Business Environment and Pro-

Competition Laws, Regulations, 

Amendments, and Codes 

Enacted; Policies Adopted; and 

Administrative Procedures 

Streamlined 

 

Number 0 0 2 3 7 12 Annual 

Monitoring of reforms 

enacted/policies adopted 

and procedures 

streamlined. 

JAMPRO 

 

Private Capital Mobilized 

Through Investment 

Transactions Supported by the 

Project 

 Amount 

(USD) 
0 $0 $50M $50M $100M $200 M Annually 

DBJ tracking deals 

closed that received 

project support 

DBJ 

 

Increase in Sales of MSMEs 

Supported by Project over 

Benchmark of Comparator SMEs 

 

Percentage 0 0 0 5% 10% 15% Annual 

Monitoring sales of 

SMEs receiving project-

financed training and 

credit compared to data 

on SME sales 

information gathered 

through annual statistical 

surveys. 

DBJ in 

coordination 

with STATIN 

and MICAF 

 

Ratio of the average portfolio 

maturity of MSME sub-loans 
  

Number  

 

0.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Annual  DBJ 
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under the project, over the 

average portfolio maturity of 

AFI’s MSME lending portfolio 

not financed under the project  

 

1.00 

 

1.00 

 

1.00 

 

1.00 

 

1.00 

. 

 

 

 

Intermediate Results Indicators  

    Annual Target Values  
Data Source/ 

Responsibility 

for 

 

Indicator Name Core 
Unit of 

Measure 
Baseline 

YR1 

2015-

2016 

 

YR2 

2016-

2017 

 

YR3 

2017-

2018 

 

YR4-

6 

2018-

9 to 

2020-

1 

Total End 

Target for 

Years 1-6 

Frequency 

Methodology Data 

Collection 

 

Average Time Required to 

Obtain Construction Permits for 

Commercial Projects in 

municipal corporations  

 

Months 24 20  16  12 9 9 Annual 

Data from KSAC about 

time required for 

construction permitting 

process specifically for 

commercial projects. 

JAMPRO 

 

Number of Firms that Benefit 

from Debt Resolution and/or 

Business Exit Processes 

 

Number 0 0 0 10 40 50 Annual 
Data collected from 

relevant courts. 
JAMPRO 

Delayed start 

of support due 

to initially 

constrained 

fiscal space. 

Number of Strategic MOUs/ 

Guidelines Established or 

Policies Adopted Related to 

Increasing Market Competition 

in Key Sectors 

 

Number 0 0 0 2 3 5 Annual 

Monitoring of 

agreements, guidelines, 

and policies established 

by FTC or sectoral 

regulatory agencies. 

JAMPRO in 

collaboration 

with FTC 

Total end 

target reduced 

by one (1) unit 

due to delayed 

start of 

support 

Investment facilitation: number 

of investment applications 

channeled through the 

investment portal 

 

Number  0.00 0.00 0.00   10.00 Annual JAMPRO  
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Trade facilitation: number of 

exporters that receive new 

contracts/orders based on 

facilitation by the in-market 

broker 

 

Number   0.00 0.00 0.00   30.00 Annual JAMPRO  

 

Property registration: 

implementation of an electronic 

titling platform to reduce time 

taken to register property 

 

Yes/No   N N N   Y Annual JAMPRO  

 

National spatial plan: completion 

of phase 1 
 Yes/No  N N N   Y Annual JAMPRO  

 

Number of Potential Strategic 

Private Investments Benefitting 

from Project Preparation Facility 

Studies 

 
Number 0 0 4 4 4 12 Annually 

Monitoring of investment 

transactions that receive 

support from the Project 

Preparation Facility 

DBJ 

 

Number of Potential Private 

Investments Benefitting from 

Investment Generation TA 

 Number 0 0 4 6 8 18 Annual 

Monitoring the number 

of potential investment 

deals receiving TA. 

JAMPRO in 

collaboration 

with DBJ 

 

Number of MSMEs Receiving 

Training Support for Capabilities 

Upgrading 

 

Number 0 0 0 80 100 180 Annual 

Monitoring of firms 

receiving co-financed 

training support  

DBJ in 

collaboration 

with private 

grant admin 

firm. 

 

Volume of Private SME Co-

Investment in Knowledge Assets 

 
Amount 

(USD) 
0 0 0 

$400

K 

$600

K 
$1 M Annual 

Monitoring of co-

financing provided by 

firms receiving matching 

grants for training. 

DBJ in 

collaboration 

with private 

grant admin 

firm. 

 

Number of Supply Chains 

Benefiting from TA and Public 

Private Dialogue Support 

 
Number 0 0 0 3 3 6 Annual 

Monitoring provision of 

successful project 

support for TA and PPD 

along supply chains 

DBJ 

 

Number of SMEs Receiving a 

Project-Financed Loan 
 Number 0 0 25 50 100 175 Annual 

Monitoring of SMEs 

receiving project-

financed loans from AFIs 

DBJ in 

collaboration 

with AFIs 
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Volume of Bank Support: Lines 

of Credit - SME 
 

Amount 

(USD) 
0 0 $3M $5M 

$12.1

75 M 
$20.175M Annual 

Monitoring of total loans 

disbursed to SMEs 

through AFIs 

DBJ in 

collaboration 

with AFIs 

 

Outstanding SME loan portfolio  Amount 

(USD) 
0.00 84,815 84,815   84,815 Annual DBJ (to be elaborated)  

 

Portfolio at risk- SME  % age 0.00 -- --   10.00 Annual DBJ (to be elaborated)   

ROE  % age  2.35 2.35 2.35   2.35 Annual DBJ (to be elaborated)   

Percentage of MSME 

beneficiaries that feel project 

sub-finance reflected their needs  

 
% age  0.00 0.00 0.00   70.00 Annual DBJ (to be elaborated)  

 

 

Project Development Objective Indicators 

Indicator Name Description (indicator definition etc.) 

Number of Recommended Business 

Environment and Pro-Competition Laws, 

Regulations, Amendments, and Codes 

Enacted; Policies Adopted; and Administrative 

Procedures Streamlined 

Indicator for Component 1. Modified Standard Investment Climate Indicator. Measures the total number of 

business environment and pro-competition legal, regulatory, and policy reforms, MOUs and guidelines, and 

procedural streamlining achieved by the project, including through competition advocacy work of the FTC. 

Administrative procedures streamlined include a decrease in time or cost associated with compliance. 

Private Capital Mobilized The core indicator track the amount of direct financing (in the form of equity and/or debt) mobilized by private 

entities, using private funding, to finance investments within an IBRD/IDA operation or investments (PE, GE, 

RE, SF, and GU) directly linked to that operation. 

Increase in Sales of SMEs Supported by 

Project over Benchmark of Comparator SMEs 

Indicator for Component 3. Measures the average increase in sales of beneficiary firms receiving either training 

support (representing an investment in firm-level knowledge capital) or finance (representing an investment in 

firm-level physical or knowledge capital) over an established benchmark of non-beneficiary SMEs. Some 

SMEs may receive both training and finance support; increased sales of such firms would only be counted once 

in this composite indicator. 

Ratio of the average portfolio maturity of 

MSME sub-loans under the project, over the 

average portfolio maturity of AFI’s MSME 

lending portfolio not financed under the 

project 

 

. 

Intermediate Results Indicators 
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Indicator Name Description (indicator definition etc.) 

Average Time Required to Obtain 

Construction Permits for Commercial Projects 

in municipal corporations  

Indicator for Component 1. This indicator is broader than the standard Doing Business indicator for 

construction permitting, and will include aspects of the overall development approvals process that are not 

captured by Doing Business. 

Increase in MSMEs Using Moveable 

Collateral to Secure Loans (Deleted) 

To be determined. 

Number of Firms that Benefit from Debt 

Resolution and/or Business Exit Processes 

Indicator for Component 1. Measures the number of SMEs benefiting from support for implementation of 

Insolvency Law. 

Number of Strategic MOUs/ Guidelines 

Established or Policies Adopted Related to 

Increasing Market Competition in Key Sectors 

Indicator for Component 1. Modified Standard IC Indicator. Measures non-legal agreements and policies 

adopted supported by the project for competition advocacy purposes. Specific key sectors to be targeted will be 

determined based on analytical work conducted during project implementation. 

Investment facilitation: number of 

investment applications channeled 

through the investment portal 

To be determined. 

Trade facilitation: number of exporters 

that receive new contracts/orders 

based on facilitation by the in-market 

broker 

To be determined. 

Property registration: implementation 

of an electronic titling platform to 

reduce time taken to register property 

To be determined 

National spatial plan: completion of 

phase 1 

To be determined. 

Number of Potential Strategic Private 

Investments Benefitting from PPF Studies 

Indicator for Component 2. Measures the number of individual potential investment transactions that benefit 

from a preparation study funded through the project PPF. 

Number of Potential Private Investments 

Benefitting from Investment Generation TA 

Indicator for Component 2. Measures the number of potential investment deals facilitated by TA for investment 

support, including project packaging, project commissioning, and contract enforcement 

Number of SMEs Receiving Training Support 

for Capabilities Upgrading 

Indicator for Component 3. Measures the number of firms receiving co-financing for skills upgrading and 

training support (some of which may also receive support through the line of credit). 

Volume of Private SME Co-Investment in 

Knowledge Assets 

Indicator for Component 3. Measures the amount of co-financing provided by SMEs receiving matching grants 

for training or other capabilities upgrading. The value of this co-financing represents new private investment in 

knowledge assets stimulated by the project. 
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Number of Supply Chains Benefiting from TA 

and Public Private Dialogue Support 

Indicator for Component 3. Measures the number of individual sub-sectors/supply chains that benefit from 

project-funded technical assistance to support problem identification or enable public-private dialogue. 

Number of SMEs Receiving a Project-

Financed Loan 

Indicator for Component 3. Measures the number of individual SMEs that receive a loan from an AFI funded 

by project financing. The value of these loans (captured in the indicator 'Volume of Bank Support: Lines of 

Credit - SME') represents new private investment stimulated by the project, since it will be individual private 

firms that ultimately repay these loans. 

Volume of Bank Support: Lines of Credit - 

SME 

A line of credit is "SME finance" if the supporting subloans have an average outstanding balance > 

microfinance cut-off noted below, but no more than $300,000. A line of credit is classified "microfinance" if 

supporting subloans: a) Have an average outstanding balance (gross loan portfolio ÷ number of active 

borrowers) < 300% of the latest per capita GNI, OR b) Less than $1,000. EITHER circumstance triggers 

classification as microfinance Lines of credit and other funding for retail SME sub-loans by Participating 

Financial Institutions or Community-Managed Loan Funds. Report the cumulative amounts disbursed as of 

most recent date available. If a split by micro/SME is not available or possible, use 50% for each as proxy. 

Outstanding SME loan portfolio To be determined. 

Portfolio at risk- SME To be determined. 

ROE To be determined. 

Percentage of MSME beneficiaries 

that feel project sub-finance reflected 

their needs  

To be determined. 

 
 


